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Abstract. We investigate the relationship between the shadowing property for

continuous maps on a compact metric space and that for the shift maps on

the inverse limit spaces. As an example, we show that the shift map of some

pseudoarc has the shadowing property.

1. Definitions and the main result

Let (I, d) be a compact metric space and f:X—>X be continuous.

The inverse limit space (I ; / ; d)  of / is a metric space defined by the

sequence
iff

x<—x*—x¿-

whose elements x = (x0, xx, x2, ... ) satisfy /(x;+1) = x, and the metric is

defined by

fey) = E%^-
(=0

Let (I ; f ) denote the underlying set of (I ; / ; d). The shift map Of : (I ; / )
—►(!;/) is defined by oy[(xo, xx, ...)] = (/(xo), xq, xx, ...) and the z'th
projection n¡ of (I;/) is defined by 7t,[(xo,Xi, ...)] = x, for each i =

0,1,.... The metric d induces a topology that is equivalent to the relative

product topology of FJÍ=o ̂ ¡ with I, = I restricted on (I ; / ). A general

discussion on the dynamical properties of the inverse limit spaces is contained

in [15, 17].
Given ô > 0, a sequence xq , ... , xn , ... of points in I is a ö-pseudo-orbit

of / if
rf(x„+i, fix„)) < ô     for every n = 0, I, ... .

For a given positive number e > 0, a sequence {xo, ... , x„, ...} of points in

I is e-shadowed under / provided that there exists y £ X satisfying

dixn,f"iy))<e    forallzz>0.

The shadowing property of f on (I, d) means that for any e > 0 there

exists ô > 0 such that every ¿-pseudo-orbit is e-shadowed. The earlier work
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on the shadowing property for diffeomorphisms and continuous maps includes

[1-11, 13-14, and 16].
Here we introduce a new concept.

Definition 1.1. / has the asymptotically shadowing property if for every e > 0

there exist a real number ô > 0 and an integer A > 0 such that for any

¿5-pseudo-orbit {xo, ... , xn, ...} , {xn , x^+i, ■■■} is e-shadowed.

By the definition, the shadowing property of / implies the asymptotically

shadowing property of /, but the converse is not ture (see Example 4.2). It is

clear that the asymptotically shadowing property is preserved by a topological

conjugacy and that for a continuous map / on a compact metric space and any

positive integer zz, / has the asymptotically shadowing property if and only if

/" has the asymptotically shadowing property. As an equivalent definition, we

have

Proposition 1.2. / has the asymptotically shadowing property if and only if for

every e > 0 there exist a real number S > 0 and an integer / > 0 such that

for any ô-pseudo-orbit {x0, ... , xn, ...} of f, {/'(x0), ... , /'(x„), ...} is
e-shadowed under f.

The main result of this paper is

Theorem 1.3. If f: X —> I is continuous and onto, then the following are equiv-
alent

( 1 ) the shadowing property of f on (I, d),
(2) the shadowing property of af on (I ; /; d),

(3) the asymptotically shadowing property of f on (I, d),

(4) the asymptotically shadowing property of Of on (I ; /; d) .

In §2 we will prove Proposition 1.2. In §3 we will prove Theorem 1.3, and

in §4 we will use Theorem 1.3 to show the shift map of the pseudoarc that was

constructed by Henderson [ 12] has the shadowing property.

2. The proof of Proposition 1.2

Lemma 2.1. Suppose (I, d) is a compact metric space and /:!—>! is con-

tinuous. Given e > 0 and M > 0, there is ô > 0 such that every ô-pseudo-orbit

{xo, ... , x„ , ...} satisfies

difMixk), xM+k) <e    forallk>0.

Proof. By the uniform continuity of / and

M-l

difMixk), xM+k) < £ difM~Jixk+j), fM-J-xixk+J+x))    for all k > 0.   D
j=o

Proof of Proposition 1.2. (<*=) Given e > 0, there exist t > 0 and / > 0 such

that for every r-pseudo-orbit {xo, ... , xn, ...} there exists z £ X that (e/2)-

shadows {x¡, x¡+x, ...} . By Lemma 2.1, choose ô £ (0, t) small enough that

dif'ixk), x¡+k) < e/2 for k = 0, I, .... If {xo, ... , x„, ...} is a ¿-pseudo-
orbit and z is as in the above, then

dif'iXk) , /fc(z)) < dif'iXk) , Xl+k) + diXl+k , fkiz)) < E .
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(=») Given e > 0, there exist t > 0 and A > 0 such that for every ¿-

pseudo-orbit {xo, ... , xn, ...} we can find z £ X such that

difNixk),fkiz))<e/2 forango,

and, by Lemma 2.1, such a ¿ can be chosen small enough that

difNixk), xN+k) < e/2 for all k > 0.

Thus, difkiz), xN+k) < difkiz), fNixk)) + difNixk), xN+k) < e for all k >
0.     D

3. The proof of Theorem 1.3

Let M be the diameter of I. If / is onto, for Xo there are preimages

xx, x2, ... satisfying /(x,-+i) = x, for all i > 0. Then (x0, xx, ... ) £ (I ; /)

by definition. In this case we will use the notation (xo, *) to denote the element

(x0,Xi, ...) of (I; /).

Proof that (3) => (4). For any e > 0, choose m > log(2Af/e)/ log 2, then

(1) l/2m <e/2M.

By the uniform continuity of / on I, there is x > 0 such that

(2) dix,y)<t=>difiix),fiiy))<e/4    for0<i<m,

and then by the shadowing property of / on I, we can find ¿ > 0 and

/ > 0 so that if {xo, ... , xn, ...} is a ¿-pseudo-orbit of / then {/'(xo), ... ,

/'(x„),...} is T-shadowed.

Suppose {y(0), ... , y(zz), ...} is a (¿/2m)-pseudo-orbit of Of in (I ; /; d) ;

that is,

(3) liiin + l), a/[y(zz)]) <ô/2m     forallzz>0.

Illustratively we write y(zz) = (yj , y" , ... ), then from (3) we get

d{ynm+l2fm-l)<diyJn+l),aAyJn)])<^

or

(4) diy"m+x,fiynm)) = diynm+x,ynm_x)<ô.

Thus, {y^,, ... ,y'L, ...} is a ¿-pseudo-orbit of /. By the choice of ¿ and the

shadowing property of /, there exists xq £ X that r-shadows {/'(yj,). ••• >

f'iyS,),...}; that is,

(5) dif"ixo),f'iy"m))<x    foranyzz>0.

It follows from (2) that

(6) dif'Wixo)], f'[fliynm)]) < fi/4    for 0 < i < m.

Now letting z = ifmix0), ... , /(x0), x0, *.) e (I, /), we have

^(z) = (/"+m(xo),...,/(x0),xo,*).
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Furthermore, for every zz > 0

<¿'tmi■/"■-'(»>> + .  [by(1)]
(=0

= ^dif'iy"m^),f+iixo))     E

2m-; 2
i=0

e v^    1        e     e     e
^4^2^ + 2^2 + 2=£-

f=0

This implies that z  e-shadows {«r|[y(0)], ... , cr|[y(zz)], ...} under Of.   D

Proof that (4) =*■ (3). For a given e > 0, by the asymptotically shadowing

property of Of, there exist x > 0 and / > 0 such that if {y(0), ... , yin), ...}

is a T-pseudo-orbit of Of, then

{alf[yi0)],...,alf[yin)],...}

is e-shadowed. Choose p > max{log(2A//T)/Tog2, 0} , then

(7) M/2p<x/2.

By the uniform continuity of / on I, choose ¿ > 0 small enough so that

every ¿-pseudo-orbit {x„} of / satisfies

^dif'jxn+x),f'+xixn))     X
2^ 2P-i - 2

Define y(zz) = (/"(*„),..., x„, *) € (I; /) for n = 0, 1,... . Then

divin + 1), of[yin)]) < ¿ ^(/'(xn+,),/'+1(xn)) + t    [fey (?)]

,—n;=0

T T
<2 + 2=T;

that is, {y(0), ... , y(n), ...} is a T-pseudo-orbit of Of.

By the choice of x, there exists z_= ízq, zx, ...) £ {X ; f) that e-shadows

{a}[y(0)],...,a}[y(zz)],...};

that is

¿(a}[y(zz)], iijfU)) < e    for zz = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Notice that anfiz_) = (/"(z0), /""'(z0), ...); we have

¿(//+p(x„), /"(z0)) <d_ialf[yin)], a"fiz)) < e     for zz = 0, 1, 2, ... .

It follows that {//+p(x0), ... , //+p(x„), ...} is e-shadowed under / by z0.   G
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Proof that (1) => (2) and (2) =*■ (3). The proof that (1) => (2) is exactly a
copy of the proof that (3) => (4) by taking / = 0 and the proof that (2) => (3)
is exactly a copy of the proof that (4) => (3) by taking / = 0.   □

Proof that (3) => (1). Give e > 0, let ¿ > 0 and A > 0 be the num-
bers as in Definition 1.1. Suppose {xo, ... , xn, ...} is any ¿-pseudo-orbit

of /. Since / is onto, there exists z £ X such that fNiz) = xq. Thus,

{z, fiz), ... , fN~xiz), xo, ... , xn, ...} is also a ¿-pseudo-orbit which is e-

shadowed from the term Xo, according to the asymtotically shadowing property

off.   D

4. The shadowing property for pseudoarcs

A direct application of Theorem 1.3 is to show that the shift map of some

pseudoarc has the shadowing property.

Let I be a continuum. We say that I is chainable if for any e > 0

there are finitely many open sets whose diameters are smaller than e, say

efx,cf2, ... ,cf„, which covers I and cf¡ V\cfj^0 iff |i - j\ < 1. I is

also called snakelike. We say that I is decomposable if I can be written as

the union of two proper subcontinua. If I is not decomposable, the I is

indecomposable. X is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its subcontinua is

indecomposable. A pseudoarc is a continuum that is homeomorphic to a hered-

itarily incomposable chainable continuum. It is known that the inverse limit

spaces of the maps on the interval are chainable. The inverse limit space of

some maps on the interval can be a pseudoarc.

In this section, we consider the map on [0,1] constructed by Henderson

[12] to exhibit a pseudoarc as its inverse limit space. According to [12], this

map /: [0, 1] —> [0, 1] has the following properties:

( 1 ) / is a continuous function from [0,1] onto itself;

(2) fix) < x for all x £ [0, I] and / has only two fixed points at the

ends of [0, 1];
(3) the inverse limit space of / is a pseudoarc.

(0,0)

(1,1)

Figure 1

By Theorem 1.3, to show the shadowing property for the shift map on the

pseudoarc, we need only to show that / has the shadowing property. This is
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true because we have a result as follows:

Lemma 4.1. If f: [0, 1] —» [0, 1] is continuous and has fixed points only at the

ends of the interval, then f has the shadowing property.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that fix) < x for all x £ (0, 1)

and both 0 and 1 are fixed by /.

Given e g (0, \), let Ue = [0, e), VB = (1 -e, 1], and

y= „5HR   {\x-f(x)\}-

Thus y > 0 and fix) < x-y for all x £ [e/2, 1-e]. If also fix) e [e/2, 1-e]

then /2(x) < fix) - y < x - 2y. Let A > (2 - 3e)/2v, we have fix) £ Ue/2
for all zz > A and all x £ [0, 1 - e].

By Lemma 2.1, there is x > 0 such that if {z0, ... , z„ , ...} is a T-pseudo-

orbit of f with z0 £ [0, 1-e] then \zN - fN\zo)\ < e/2, moreover, z^ £ Ue.
By the uniform continuity of /, there exists tr > 0 such that every tr-pseudo-

orbit {zq, ... , zn, ...} satisfies |/7(zo) - Zj\ < e/2 for every 0 < j < N and

there exists n > 0 such that if |x - y\ < n then |/J(x) - /;(y)| < e/2 for

0 < j < N.
Choose ¿ £ (0, min{T, cr, y, n, ( 1 - 3e)/2}) ; let {xo, ... , xn, ...} be a

¿-pseudo-orbit in [0, 1]. If Xo 6 [e/2, 1 - e] then

x, = fixo) + xx - /(x0) < xo - (y - ¿) < xo ;

that is, xi G [0, 1 -e]. It is clear that if Xo[0, e/2) we also have Xi G [0, 1 -e].
By induction, if x0 G [0, 1-e] then xn £ [0, 1-e] for all zz > 0 and, by the
choice of A, x„ £ Ue for any zz > A. By the choice of a, if Xo G [0, 1 - e]

then xo  e-shadows {xo, ... , x„, ...} .

Now if xo £ Ve, we have two cases:

Case 1. For all zz > 0, x„ £ VE. Then y = 1   e-shadows {xo, ... , xn, ...};

Case 2. There is xk £ [0, 1 - e]. Let ko be the largest k such that xk £

Ve. Thus, by the choice of ¿, x„ G [0, 1 - e] for all zz > ko and {x^+i,

Xko+2, ■■■} is (e/2)-shadowed by xkg+x . Notice that /([l -e, 1]) D [1 -e, 1],

so /*"([l-e, l])D[l-e, 1]. Therefore, there is y G [1-e, l]n---n/-*»([l-

e, 1]) such that /**>(jz) = xK. Then, fJ(y), Xj 6 Vt for j = 0, ... , ko.

Furthermore, \fkiy) - xk\ < e for every k = 0, ... , ¡cq. For j = I, ... , N,

\fh+Jiy) - Xfc+,1 < \Pixj - fJ-H*k,+i)\ + iP'Hx^) - x^j]

<-2 + 2<e.

For j > ko + N, /J(y), x7 G Ue. Therefore, y e-shadows {x0,...,

xn, ...} .   G

Example 4.2. Let f : [0, 1 ] —» [0, 1 ] be a continuous monotone map with the

property: fix) > x if and only if x G [0, c) U (c, 1) for some c G (0, 1).

Notice that .£ does not have the shadowing property since for any ¿ > 0

there exists a ¿-pseudo-orbit from 0 to 1, but there is no true orbit crossing

through c to the other side.

We show that fc has the asymptotically shadowing property.

Given e > 0 with 4e < 1 - c, by assumption there exists A > 0 such that

/c"([0, 1]) ç (c-e/4, 1]     fbrallzz>AL
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Figure 2

Then by Lemma 2.1, there exists ¿i  > 0  such that every ¿i-psuedo-orbit

{xo, ... , xn, ...} satisfies that

fcNixn)£ic-e/4, 1]     forallzz>0.

Let y = /(c + e/4) - (c + e/4) ; then any y-pseudo-orbit starting from a point

in [c + e/4, 1] is totally contained in [c + e/4, 1].

By Lemma 4.1, fc\        has the shadowing property; thus there exists S2 £
I [C , 1J

(0, y) such that every ¿2-pseudo-orbit in [c, 1] is (e/2)-shadowed.   By the

uniform continuity of f , there exists ¿ g (0, ¿i ) such that

|*-y|<¿^|/c"(x)-/c"(y)|<¿2.

Now we show that if {y0, ... , y„ , ...} is a ¿2-pseudo-orbit in [c - e/4, 1],

then there exists a ¿2-pseudo-orbit {z0, ... , z„, ...} in [c, 1] that is (e/2)-

close to {y0, ... ,y„, ...}. In fact, if y„ g (c - e/4, c + e/4) for all n > 0,
let zn = c for all zz > 0; if there exists y„ G [c + e/4, 1] and we let zzo be

the smallest index for which y„0 g [c + e/4, 1], then we have a ¿2-pseudo-orbit

{zq, ... , zn, ...} in [0, 1] defined by

j fc
Zn = <

I y«

fc~no+"iyno)    for0<n<n0,

for zz > zzo .

If {xo, ... , x„, ...} is a ¿-pseudo-orbit in [0,1], then {fcNix0),...,

fcNix„), ...} isa ¿2-pseudo-orbit in [c-e/4, 1] that is e-close to a ¿2-pseudo-

orbit {zo, ... , z„, ...} in [c, I]. Thus there exists a true orbit (e/2)-shadows

{zq, ... , zn, ...} and it also e-shadows {fcNix0), ... , fcNixn),...}.
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